Our Mission
The Cape Cod Literacy Council creates opportunities by providing and promoting literacy education on Cape Cod.

Our Vision
A community where adults seeking literacy education in English have ample resources to improve reading, writing and speaking skills to achieve their life goals.

Our Belief
Access to literacy education enhances opportunities and enriches lives at home, in the workplace and in the community.

Our Approach
Our approach is student-centered based on assessments and evaluations. We place students in, or refer them to, appropriate programs to hone goals, develop achievement milestones for early wins, and design subsequent milestones to achieve long-term success.

What We Do
We provide and support a wide range of programs to help adults acquire the literacy skills they desire. These include training volunteer tutors to support Adult Education classes in English language skills, GED Preparation, US Citizenship Examination Preparation, small group English Immersion classes, Workplace Skills Training, Writing and Resume Training, Computer Literacy, Conversational English, as well as one-to-one targeted English language skills tutoring.

Our Organization
The Cape Cod Literacy Council (CCLC) is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization. Since its founding in 1987, the CCLC has trained over 2,300 volunteers to teach English language skills to adults. We have enjoyed a lifetime sponsorship by the Cape Cod Times and are proudly affiliated with JTEC (Job Training and Employment Corporation). Our team includes volunteers – former teachers, lawyers, corporate executives, bilingual coaches – as well as generous support from leaders of the business community, family foundations and individuals. All share one common principle: a belief that literacy education allows individuals increased opportunities and makes the world a richer place for each of us.

www.capecodliteracycouncil.org